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INDUSTRY LEADING 25+ YEARS EXPERIENCE 
100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

IT’S HIGH TIME FOR CHANGE! 
BOSS PROMOTIONS IS EMBRACING THE RECENTLY LEGALIZED CANNABIS INDUSTRY.
THE MERCHANDISE IN THIS CATALOGUE HAS BEEN SPECIFICALLY CURATED FOR THE

NEEDS OF THIS GROWING INDUSTRY, AND IS JUST A SMALL SAMPLE OF WHAT WE OFFER.

1 HOUR REPLY 
EMAIL,PHONE OR TEXT 

A PROMISE NEEDS A PLAN.

ACCOUNT MANAGERS 
DEDICATED & EXPERIENCED ?

FAIR &
COMPETITIVE
PRICING

INNOVATIVE
& EXCITING
PRODUCTS

QUALITY & 
HAPPINESS
GUARANTEED

WE ARE STRONGLY
COMMITTED TO
ON-TIME DELIVERY

FOR TOP-NOTCH COMMUNICATION  TO KNOW YOU & YOUR BRAND 

WE PROVIDE CUSTOM BRANDED MERCHANDISE THAT 
REPRESENTS YOUR BRAND AND BUILDS STRONG EMOTIONAL 

CONNECTIONS WITH YOUR AUDIENCE

“GREAT CUSTOMER SERVICE” 
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CAN-001 BIC® MAXI LIGHTER      

With up to 3,000 lights, the BIC® Maxi Lighter is the standard of quality 
for lighters. The Patented Child Guard® mechanism improves safety.

200 units (min) = $2.72 each

CAN-003      ZIPPO® WINDPROOF LIGHTER 

Solid brass case. Sturdy nickel silver hinge. Specially designed windproof
steel insert for refilling fuel tank. 

Lighter fluid not included. Black only.

100 units (min) = $12.96 each

chimney. Removable stainless 

CAN-002      TURBO FLAMELESS LIGHTER

A perfect and inexpensive way to light up. Matte rubberized jet torch 
flameless lighter. Matte black rubberized finish. Blue jet turbo flame. 

100 units (min) = $5.60 each

CAN-004 PLASTIC ROLLING TRAY

     
A conveniently small tray to roll your smoking products on. Available in
black or white.

250 units (min) = $2.48 each

CAN-005 CLASSIC WALNUT ROLLING TRAY

This rolling tray is handcrafted in Canada from a solid piece of walnut and 
finished with linseed oil for a rich finish that is safe for herbs. Includes an
engraved logo. Dimensions: 9" x 5.5”

50 units (min) = $29.94 each
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CAN-008      WOODEN CANNABIS GRINDER

Smooth, natural wooden exterior perfect for displaying a laser engraved
teeth inside. Memorable handout

250 units (min) = $9.35 each

logo with sharp stainless steel CNC grinder 
gift with a high keepsake quality.

CAN-009      4-LAYER WEED GRINDER
 
The herb grinder is 4 layers, 3 chamber design with mesh 
pollen filtering. Made of heavy duty and durable metal, a pollen scraper

100 units (min) = $12.96 each

screen for fine

included.

CAN-010      ELECTRIC HERB GRINDER

Grind your Cannabis in 10 seconds! This electric herb grinder can chop
the sharp teeth will be able

Made with premium

100 units (min) = $62.09 each

through any green herb evenly and effectively – 
able to grind your product to the perfect consistency. 
stainless steel and glass tubing.

CAN-006 STAINLESS STEEL GRINDER CARD
     
This credit card sized grater is fantastic for breaking down herbs on the go. 

you’ll never have to worry 
Comes inserted in a black protective sleeve.

100 units (min) = $5.06 each

Slide it in your pocket, purse, or wallet and 
about sticky fingers again!

CAN-007      COLOURFUL PLASTIC CANNABIS GRINDER

These plastic grinders have very sharp teeth, but offer a very smooth grind. 

200 units (min) = $2.72 each
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CAN-011 BLEACHED ROLLING PAPERS
     

Book of 32 plain white rolling papers. 1-1/4 size. Includes 1 colour logo
on package. Full colour label at additional cost.

250 units (min) = $1.08 each

CAN-012 HEMP ROLLING PAPERS
     
Unbleached 100% pure hemp paper with natural Arabic gum. Natural
colour. 1-1/4” size. 40 leaves per book. Includes 1 colour logo on package. 
Full colour label at additional cost.

250 units (min) = $1.69 each

CAN-013     POPEYE METAL SMOKING PIPE

The Popeye, unique yet simple metal smoking pipe design. This beautifully

assorted as pictured. Length: 3-1/2" long

100 units (min) = $5.36 each

crafted aluminium metal pipe is easily disassembled for cleaning. Colors are

CAN-014      GLASS ASHTRAY
 
4-1/4” diameter glass classic ashtray with 1-colour imprint.

72 units (min) = $3.16 each

CAN-015     VAPORIZER BATTERY OPERATED SMOKELESS ASHTRAY

The Vaporizer battery operated smokeless ashtray is a revolutionary
product that actually helps clean the air by drawing smoke into the ash tray
through a special carbon filter. The filter cleans and traps the air particles
inside, greatly reducing smoke and its odors. 

100 units (min) = $5.36 each
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CAN-017     SMALL CONCENTRATE CONTAINER
 
5ml Clear Acrylic Concentrate Containers with green silicone insert. Display 
your brand clearly on the screw top lid. These concentrate containers are 
the industry standard for hash, oil, wax, dabs and concentrates. 

150 units (min) = $4.62 each

CAN-018      DOOBIE STORAGE TUBE

Matte Black "Doobie" Tube, stores up to king sized joints or pre-rolled 
cigarettes. Surgical Steel material. Odor Resistant. Stock printed package, 
1 colour print on tube.

50 units (min) = $12.09 each

CAN-016 CHILD RESISTANT TUBE

 Convenient 4” long container for medical marijuana dispensaries. Child
resistant lid. Great for storing pre-rolled medicine.

500 units (min) = $0.86 each

CAN-019     SMALL SILICONE DAB MAT
 
Made from high grade heat-resistant silicone. The non-stick liner surface 
makes it very simple to clean and allows the product to be used multiple 
times. 4” x 3”. Other sizes are available upon request.

150 units (min) = $4.62 each

CAN-020     DIGITAL POCKET SCALE

Our new Digital Pocket Scale makes weighing objects a much easier task.
The compact pocket scale comes with 4 easy to use key operations, 
together with a smooth silvery stainless steel surface. It measures in gram,
ounce and many more units. Size: 5.04" x 4.13" x 0.75".

50 units (min) = $15.98 each
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Boss Promotions has an in-house wood design shop.
Handmade pieces can be custom made to your specifications

by local skilled artisans.
Only sustainably grown and ecologically sourced 

Canadian wood is used unless otherwise requested.

Low Minimums
One-off custom orders

Personalization capabilities

CUSTOM WOOD PRODUCTS

Many wood varieties and stain options
Decoration capabilities include laser engraving,

deep etch with colour fill and full colour printing.
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CUSTOM STARTER KIT
We can help you create custom starter kits,

complete with trays, jars, papers, grinders and 
many other items, into one easy package. 

DECORATION TECHNIQUES
Any of our wood pieces can be decorated
in a wide variety of ways to truly bring out

the beauty of the wood. 

Full Colour PrintColour FillDeep EtchLaser Engrave

ALL ITEMS CAN BE INDIVIDUALLY PERSONALIZED
WITH INITIALS OR NAMES.
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OVERSEAS FACTORY DIRECT

100%
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEE

ZERO
SURPRISE
INVOICING

OVER
YEARS
EXPERIENCE

15

If you have a minimum of 30 days for delivery and crave original designs and full colour decoration, contact us to start 
planning your custom projects with our in-house designers and overseas experts.

CAN-021     CUSTOM ROLLING PAPERS

These custom rolling papers are eco friendly, and made from renewable 
resources. The adhesive is made from a natural Arabic gum and the papers
are 100% hemp (unbleached), containing no harmful chemicals or accelerants.

 
1500 units (min) = $1.87 each (Single Width, 1-1/4” or King Slim)

       $2.06 each (Bobbin Roll)

CAN-023      CUSTOM PLASTIC ROLLING TRAYS

This unique looking tray is a novel yet extremely useful product for when
you're on the go or just looking for a portable flat surface. Each tray comes 
individually polybagged. FDA Approved.
Size: 7 ½”. Material: 100% Melamine. 

300 units (min) = $18.07 each

CAN-022 CUSTOM SILICONE ROLLING TRAY

This custom silicone rolling tray is perfect for travel. Made of food grade
silicone, it stands up to the demand of everyday use. 0.39” thick. 
Small: 7.87" x 5.91" x 0.39", Large: 10.91" x 6.89" x 0.39"
 
100 units (min) = $9.16 each (small), $12.52 each (large)

• Permanent Boss Promotions office in Shenzhen
• 3rd Party quality control on all projects

• Inventory, warehousing, and fulfillment capabilities

• Access to 100k+ products globally

• Custom premium design and manufacturing 

• Trusted Boss Promotions trained employees  

accelerants.
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CAN-024 CUSTOM STAINLESS STEEL GRINDER CARD

 These medical grade stainless steel herb grinders can be made into a 
unique design. The grater is safe enough to keep it in your wallet through 
airport security, but sharp and strong enough to grind your best flowers.
Comes with a protective sleeve to keep things neat and tidy in your wallet.

1000 units (min) = $2.84 each

CAN-025 CUSTOM FULL COLOUR STAINLESS STEEL GRINDER CARD

 These medical grade stainless steel herb grinders can be made into a 
unique, full colour design. The grater is safe enough to keep it in your wallet 
through airport security, but sharp and strong enough to grind your flowers.
Comes with a protective sleeve to keep things neat and tidy in your wallet.

1000 units (min) = $3.14 each

Full Colour Paper Sleeve
Included with Grinder Card

Faux Leather Sleeve
Upgrade option $1.62 each

CAN-026     COIL USB-CHARGE LIGHTER

Powered by a rechargeable battery using the USB slot on your computer 
or car. Slide open the cover and the coil will heat up and light easily. With a
1.5 hour quick charge, it can last up to a week. No gas/fluid is required 
therefore it can be taken on an airplane. 3.25" X 0.5" X 0.25".

1000 units (min) = $7.92 each

ADD-ONS:



CAN-039 ROUND GRINDER KEYCHAIN
     
This solid aluminum grinder has a strong magnetic lid and classic cut blades
for crushing. Attach to any standard keychain. Custom etching available

1000 units (min) = $3.48 each

CAN-040 HOLDER KEYCHAIN
     
Always keep a rolled smoke at the ready with this no-frills, hollow 
keychain that sports a snug, gold-tipped cap. 3” long.

1000 units (min) = $3.44 each

CAN-041 CLIP KEYCHAIN

The design features a unique sliding mechanism that allows the keychain to  
act as a joint clip. Simply pull the slide back and the clip springs open. Then 
to clip, move the slider forward and the device is tightly secured. Also

1000 units (min) = $6.39 each
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CAN-037     CUSTOM FULL COLOUR GRINDER DOG TAG

This full colour classic dog tag features a medium textured grind surface
with custom shape. Includes ball chain. 1.5” x 2.1”.

1000 units (min) = $2.98 each

CAN-038         CUSTOM GRINDER CARD KEYCHAIN
 
Attach your keys and be able to grind anywhere. This grinder keychain 
is approximately 1.4” x 2.4” and fits perfectly in your pocket. Custom 
grinder shape in included.

1000 units (min) = $3.09 each

includes custom logo keychain tag.
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CAN-044 CUSTOM GRINDER BOTTLE OPENER
     
Classic speed bottle opener with build in grinder. Full colour customization
on both sides. 7” long.

1000 units (min) = $4.92 each

CAN-043      ROLLER TRAY KOOZIE

 This rolling tray Koozie has a rolling surface great for on the go rolling
while enjoying your favourite beverage. Features full colour custom
neoprene koozie with a 1-colour logo on the plastic portion. 

1000 units (min) = $2.94 each

CAN-042     CUSTOM FABRIC WITH SILICONE DAB MAT

10ʺx 16ʺ full colour custom fabric mat on 1/8ʺ shock absorbent neoprene 
rubber. 3.5" x 4.5" Silicone patch for your hot and sticky dab pieces. 

1000 units (min) = $4.89 each

CAN-045 CUSTOM LAPEL PINS ON CARD
     
Custom shaped soft-enamel lapel pin with up to 5 PMS-matched
colours. Includes butterfly back. Attached to full colour card and 
individually polybagged. 

500 units (min) = $2.49 each

CAN-046 CUSTOM LANYARD WITH JOINT CLIP 

This full colour lanyard features a detachable keychain portion for versitile
use. Includes a second clip that can be used to hold your joint.    

250 units (min) = $2.96 each



CAN-029 CERAMIC ONE HITTER
     
Discrete ceramic one hitter looks like a cigarette but offers an easy-to-use
option to smoke on the go. 3” long. Includes 1-colour logo.

1000 units (min) = $1.91 each

CAN-030 ALUMINUM ONE HITTER DUGOUT

     Ultra-modern designed dugout. Pocket sized and discrete, they are 
constructed with a durable aluminum frame. Pack your herb with ease as 
each dugout features a swivel lid and stash compartment. Laser etched 
logo included. *One-hitter is additional.

500 units (min) = $10.98 each

CAN-031 WOOD ONE HITTER DUGOUT

Durable wood construction with swivel top for easy access. Spring loaded 
so when you twist the top the bat will pop up so you can grab it quickly and
easily. Laser etched logo included. *One-hitter is additional.

500 units (min) = $5.84 each
14
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CAN-027      ALUMINUM ONE HITTER

A smart and functional staple for any smoker. Durable anodized aluminum 
construction. Push gently for mid-smoke stir. Push fully to eject ash.
Designed to prevent heat transfer. 2-1/4” long. Available in several colours.
*Many other styles and sizes available.

500 units (min) = $2.97 each

CAN-028       WOOD ONE HITTER

This wood one hitter provides the ultimate in class and function. The wood
design offers a stylish options for protecting your fingers and teeth from tar 
stains. 3” length, other sizes available.

3000 units (min) = $4.51 each
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CAN-033     MAGNETIC SPOON PIPE

These pipes are made of a high quality zinc alloy with a nice weight and 
portability to them at about 3 oz. The 3 sections come apart using magnets, 
strong enough not to fall apart, but separated easily for cleaning. no need 
for screens. Length: 3-3/4" long

100 units (min) = $7.54 each

CAN-035 SMELL PROOF BAGGIES - SET OF 20
     
These 4” x 3” bags are designed to block vapors and oxygen from entering  
or exiting and have a double-track zipper ensuring the tightest seal 
possible. Pack of 20 bags includes 1 colour logo on bag and full colour box. 

1500 sets (min) = $3.02 each

CAN-036 CUSTOM CHILD-RESISTANT LOCKING POUCHES

These child resistant bags have a locking zipper designed with built-in safety 
mechanisms to protect small children from accidentally ingesting harmful 
products. High barrier vapor protection for maximum shielding and odor 
control. Includes all-over full colour design. Based on 8” x 6” size.
  
5000 units (min) = $1.72 each

CAN-032     CUSTOM GLASS TIPS

Crafted from high quality glass, these glass tips are designed to enhance and 
refine your smoking experience. The tips act as a barrier between you and 
the heat source; fingertips will remain burn-free.
*Many styles and sizes available.
1000 units (min) = $5.36 each

 

CAN-034     MARBLE PIPE

This high-class marble pipe offers a wholly unique and beautifully contrasting
design on each and every piece for a variety that only nature could create.
Includes etched logo. Size approximately 4-1/4” long. 

200 units (min) = starts at $26.28 each
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WMD-047 RECYCLED JOURNAL
     

Recycled cardboard cover. Built-in elastic closure. Ribbon page marker. 
Expandable accordion pocket. Includes 80 sheets of lined recycled paper. 
8.5" x 5.5" 

96 units (min) = $8.82 each

WMD-048 GENUINE LEATHER REFILLABLE JOURNAL
     
Elegance meets versatility in this genuine leather journal with white saddle-
stitching. Features an interior card slot, adjustable leather loop, and 80
lined sheets with date feature to jot down your next big idea. 6.25" x 8.63".

20 units (min) = $31.78 each

WMD-049     CANNABIS TASTER JOURNAL

The Goldleaf Cannabis Taster is a pocket journal designed specifically for the 
cannabis adventurer. With a focus on recreational use and enjoyment, this 
notebook features guided entry pages and graphics designed to help you 
document the flavors, effects and experiences of cannabis. 4” x 5-3/4”.

100 units (min) = $15.36 each

WMD-050      3 PCS STAINLESS STEEL STRAW SET 
 
Save our planet, one straw at a time. This 18/8 food grade stainless steel
set includes one straight straw, one bent straw and one cleaning brush
Packed in a drawstring cotton bag with 1-colour imprint.

72 units (min) = $3.16 each

CAN-051     STAND-UP MASON JAR STYLE REUSABLE ZIPPER BAG

Ultimate space saving storage solutions. Great for keeping herbs, snacks 
or coffee beans. Made of food safe PET + PE and dishwasher safe.
6" w x 7.5" h x 1" gusset. Larger size also available. Includes 1 colour logo. 

100 units (min) = $2.95 each
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CAN-053    GLASS TEA AND WATERBOTTLE
 
A new revolution in bottles, this glass bottle is dishwasher safe and BPA free.
Glass gives no aftertaste and keeps a beverage cold or hot for 2 hours.
Tea diffuser attachment included. 14 oz.

75 units (min) = $11.74 each

CAN-055          WATER BOTTLE WITH CORK LID

This bottle has an innovative cork screw-on lid and durable, double-wall 
stainless steel vacuum construction with copper insulation. Your beverage
stays cold for 48 hours and hot for at least 12 hours.  Fits most standard car 
cup holders. 20oz. 7 colours available.

24 units (min) = $28.80 each

CAN-052 TEA BALL GLASS

 Simple yet beautiful glass mug with silicone tea ball infuser. 16-3/4 oz.
5 colour available. 

72 units (min) = $15.87 each

CAN-054     K-CUP MINI TUMBLER
 Double-wall vacuum 18/8 Grade Stainless Steel construction with copper 
insulation. Keeps drinks hot for 8 hours and cold for 24 hours. Compact  
design fits easily under most single cup or K-cup coffee makers as well as in 
all standard cup holders. 14oz. 6 colours available.

24 units (min) = $18.52 each

CAN-056     ROUND BEACH TOWEL

This high-quality, hand-knotted fringe trim beach towel is super thick 100% 
cotton velour fabric for amazing absorbency. The Mandala stock design, 
which symbolizes unity and harmony, is centered around the 12” diameter 
imprint area for your logo. 60” round, 26 lbs. Includes 1-colour logo.

36 units (min) = $84.07 each
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CAN-058 CANNABIS ACCESSORY TRAVEL CASE
     
Contains 9 elastic compartments to store standard Glass Pipe, Lighter, 
Rolling Paper, and Medicine Capsules. Grey leatherette, elastic 
compartments. Zipper Closure. 9"L x 7"W x 2.5"H

 500 units (min) = $12.58

WMD-061     MEA HUNA LEATHER WRAP

The Mea Huna Collection was inspired by the Hawaiian heritage of secrecy,  
preservation and hospitality. Leather Wrap features pen loop, card pocket,  
multiple organizer pockets, elastic holder, removable clear vinyl pouch, and
hidden pocket.

60 units (min) = $17.98 each

WMD-060 MEA HUNA PERSONAL ORGANIZER

The Mea Huna Collection was inspired by the Hawaiian heritage of secrecy,  
preservation and hospitality. Personal organizer features hidden pockets 
on both the outside and the inside. Includes removable clear vinyl pouch.  
Odor proof. Zippered closure. 

 60 units (min) = $9.12 each

WMD-057 CHARCOAL ACTIVATED SMELL PROOF CODED LOCK BAG

 Featuring activated charcoal linings, this BHAM Charcoal activated smell
proof lock bag is specifically designed to allow the storage of cannabis for 
an extended period of time, without losing the herb's potency & freshness.  
Size: 8.46" x 3.94" x 5.31".

500 units (min) = $45.16 each

CAN-059 PARKLAND ACCESSORY POUCH
     
Made with 100% recycled water bottles. The Parkland pouch is designed 
with style and sustainability in mind. 3.75" H X 3.75" W X 8.5" D 

36 units (min) = $23.78 each
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CAN-063     COTTON AND CORK DRAWSTRING BAG
 
This cotton and cork drawstring bag offers an open main compartment, 
cotton rope cords and a cork accent panel. 17" H X 13" D. Includes 1-colour
imprint.

150 units (min) = $7.08 each

CAN-064     CONVERTIBLE BACKPACK

Versatile on-trend cotton canvas tote that converts into a backpack. 
Rucksack top main compartment with front snap closure pocket. Includes
1-colour print.

24 units (min) = $24.92 each

CAN-062     JUTE INSULATED GROCERY BAG

This jute insulated bag features a zippered main compartment with a side 
snap. Insulated with heat-sealed, water-resistant lining it comes with two 
8 inch drop handles.

80 units (min) = $10.42 each

WMD-065 PARKLAND BACKPACK     

The exterior of Parkland bags is made with 100% recycled water bottles. 
The Parkland Westport, a backpack designed with style and sustainability in 
mind. Embroidered logo. 

12 units (min) = $76.53 each

WMD-066        HERSCHEL LITTLE AMERICA

Signature striped fabric liner, padded and fleece lined 13" laptop sleeve
Adjustable drawcord closure. Magnetic strap closures with metal pin clips.  
Front storage pocket with hidden zipper and key clip. Internal media 
pocket with headphone port. Classic Hershel woven label.

50 units (min) = $155.54 each
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factory.

JOINT HOLDER ON SIDE OF CAP

CAN-067     GAP® DAD CAP

Official retail look Dad Cap, made by GAP®  
Unconstructed, washed and brushed Cotton.

24 units (min) = $6.49

CAN-068     RICHARDSON® WASHED TRUCKER

Low-profile Trucker Cap with back mesh. 
6 panels Pre-curved visor.  Embroidered logo.

24 units (min) = $6.49

Embroidered logo.

CAN-069    YUPOONG® FLAT BRIM SNAPBACK

80/20 acrylic/wool, 6-panel flat brim cap.
Adjustable snapback closure. Embroidered logo.  

24 units (min) = $16.92

Upgrade any cap to include a custom 
woven label for a convenient “joint holder”. 
Price includes white + 1 other colour.

100 units (min) = $7.30 each 
(includes custom label and application) 
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CAN-070     OVERSIZED  BEANIE 12”

100% acrylic, 12" knit. One size.

24 units (min) = $9.92

Fine Gauge 100% Acrylic 4 x1 Rib all over toque.
Embroidered logo.

24 units (min) = $8.46 each

CAN-071     WINTER TOQUE WITH POM POM

CAN-072     WOVEN DRESS SOCKS

Made from cotton, nylon, and spandex, these dress 
socks don’t just look good, they feel good too. 
Includes up to six colors, with three PMS matched 
colours, to bring your knit-in jacquard design to life. 
Complete the look by adding a custom band. 

500 units (min) = $9.92

Embroidered logo.

   SUBLIMATED TUBE SOCKS
 

Polybagged per pair 

48 units (min) = $14.49 each

CAN-073

A totally custom full colour sock option!
Product content: 63% polyester/16% cotton
19% spandex/2% Elastic
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CAN-074     NEXT LEVEL LADIES’ IDEAL RACEBACK TANK

Fabric laundered for reduced shrinkage
Self-fabric binding on neck and armholes

Tear-away label
23 Available  Colours
Sizes: XS-2XL

48 units = $13.52 each

Fabric laundered for reduced shrinkage

Sideseamed
15 Available  Colours
Sizes: XS-2X

CAN-075     NEXT LEVEL UNISEX POLY/COTTON CREW

48 units (min) = $17.76 each

Price includes a 1-colour printed logo 

Price includes a 1-colour printed logo 

60% combed ringspun cotton/40% polyester lightweight jersey

60% combed ringspun cotton/40% polyester lightweight jersey
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3-panel double-lined contrast hood with drawstring
9 colours available

24 units (min) = $33.08 each

CAN-078     TWO TONED HOODED SWEATSHIRT

NEXT LEVEL UNISEX 3/4 SLEEVE RAGLAN

Fabric laundered for reduced shrinkage, unisex retail fit
1x1 baby rib-knit set-in collar with satin label
Sizes: XS-3XL
14 colours available

48 units (min) = $19.10 each

CAN-076     

Price includes a 1-colour printed logo 

Price includes an embroidered logo in 1 location 

 

 FLANNEL SHIRT

48 units (min) = $19.10 each

CAN-077     

Your go-to lightweight button up. Classic plaid patterns and 
nap-front design with two chest pockets in an easy-care 
cotton/poly blend.
9 colours available

Price includes an embroidered logo in 1 location 
Ladies version available.
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50% polyester/25% combed cotton/25% rayon jersey

9.3oz, 100% anti-static polyester fleece
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